
Your student most likely experiences the world completely differently 

than you. Sensations that you may not even notice, like the scent of 

your lotion or the buzzing of a fluorescent light, may be overpowering 

to your student. We can and should modify our studios to mitigate 

sensory overload. Consider making the following your “default” 

teaching conditions:

Creating  Your 
Sensory-Friendly Studio

Lighting is not too bright or flickering (Tip: Use lamps rather than overhead lights!)

Lights can be dimmed easily or curtains can be drawn

Teaching space is clutter-free and loose objects are secured or out of reach.

Teaching space is quiet and noise-cancelling headphones are available

Teaching space is well-aired and as fragrant-free as possible: NO perfumes, essen-

tial oil burners or aromatic foods cooking in your kitchen during lesson time as they 

may overstimulate your student

All furniture is to be secured to the wall and can’t tip over

All valuables are secured and cannot be reached by the student

A variety of fidget toys are available for students

Studio provides movement opportunities such as exercise balls or 

resistance bands

Environmental Checklist



TopMusicPro helps music teachers grow into confident, in-demand creative music educators 

who run thriving, profitable studios and enjoy a life-long, professional teaching career.

Start your journey
Let us guide and mentor you to achieve more than you dreamed possible

TOPMUSICPRO IS YOUR ULTIMATE TEACHING RESOURCE

Use our 30+ courses and countless downloadable resources 

to delight your students with more creative lessons.

Learn to build the music studio of your dreams - find 

more students, save time planning lessons and build a 

reliable teaching income.

Save $$ on studio expenses and professional training 

with our exclusive discounts and FREE monthly sheet

music.

Feel supported every step of the way - join our active forums, 

talk to experts and never feel isolated in your teaching again.

Selected discounts, tools 
And support

Access all courses, downloads
and the roadmap and let us 

shine a path on your 
development.

For entrepreneurial teachers 
looking for help with scaling, 

hiring, building and
online business development.

Evolution
BREAK THROUGH TO THE

NEXT LEVEL

Lite
JOIN THE COMMUNITY

Studio
30+ ACADEMY COURSES

Join the 1000+ music teachers who have already discovered

Join today

https://topmusicpro.com

https://topmusicpro.com

https://topmusicpro.com

https://members.topmusic.co/join/pro/?utm_source=Download&utm_medium=Promo%20Page&utm_campaign=LM)CLICK HERE


